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STATEMENT OF THE THESIS PROPOSAL
The purpose of the Thesis:
The purpose of this thesis is to depict
in paintings my impressions of everyday scenes
taken out of America and my own country, Uganda
as I remember it.
1 1 . Scope:
The thesis will be based dn the everyday
life of the people in this country as I have
seen it and also as I remember it in my home
country. I will research and observe scenes
of people in their normal situations and through
this and also by imagination I will build up sub
jects for my paintings. I will carry out re
search on the Genre Painters, such artists as
Pierre Bonnard, Thomas Hart Benton, Marsden
Hartley, Edouard Vuillard and others. I will
also read about the French and German Impres
sionists whom I find very inspiring in their
use of colours and freedom in their way of
painting. I will be visiting public places,
such as supermarkets, stores, movie theaters,
and homes, so as to get some inspiration for
the subject matter. I will paint about eight
to ten paintings from which I will choose
those which best suit my thesis. I will be
painting with acrylics on canvas although I
would use anything I feel will help the nature
of my painting.
VI
III . Procedure:
Research and Painting will be carried out
simul taneously .
IV . Alternate Proposals:
1. Texture in Painting
2. Rhythm in Painting
PART ONE
Definition of Genre Painting
Genre Painting (zhan're, zanre; French word
zar.) It is the representation in painting of
everyday life, in which the particular, the individ
ual character and the commonplace are stressed.
It is curious that most European languages use
the French word genre, which means
' kind, ' ' sort, ' or
'variety,' to categorize the type of painting that
depicts scenes of everyday life. Precisely when and
how this special usage became current has not been
determined. The proper definition of the category
of genre painting was debated. When the first com
prehensive surveys of Dutch painting were published,
the publishers felt it necessary to offer an apology
for using a term that "is really more negative than
positive, and which is generally applied to works
of small scale which do not fall into any definite
class." Although the term was not English, it was
conveniently adopted in the text. The seventeenth
century Englishmen sometimes called genre pictures
'drolleries,' but the Dutchmen of that era had no
generic name for the branch of painting their country
men developed into a specialty. When they wanted to
refer to a painting of daily life, they merely des
cribed it.
Historical Background of Genre Painting
Interest in this type of painting occurred in
Greek vase painting in the fourth century, B.C. and
became general in the Hellenistic Period (third and
second centuries, B.C.). Scenes of musicians,
soldiers'
activities,
servants' behaviour in courts,
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and other common, everyday subjects were painted on
their vases. After the second century, B.C., there
was a lull until the late Middle Ages. In the
fourteenth century, genre scenes again became com
mon and are found in illuminated manuscripts and
church decoration, usually to illustrate Biblical
events and themes, such as the "Labours of the
Months,"
or were made to express a moral, illustrate
a proverb or convey an allegorical idea. There are
a few genre scenes in Italian art during the Renaissance.
During the late sixteenth century, an important group
of Baroque artists, led by Caravaggio, depicted anony
mous people doing ordinary things just for the sake
of showing man's actions in his milieu. They chose
subject matter such as tavern and domestic scenes.
They inspired Dutch and Flemish painters who came
in contact with some painters like Terbrugghar and
Honthorst who travelled to the Netherlands; thus,
exposing the Caravaggiosti c style of painting.
North of the Alps, however, genre painting
persisted from the Middle Ages. Among the Flemish
in the sixteenth century, Pieter Bruegel , the Elder,
a painter and designer of prints, was one of the
foremost artists in the history of Flemish painting.
In his series, "The
Seasons,"
although surpassing
the limits of pure genre, Pieter Bruegel introduced a
type of picture that became increasingly popular, particu
larly in the low countries. His work influenced his fol
lowers deeply and there are numerous copies and free
versions. In his technical ability and solution of
certain artistic problems, he has no rival. In his
subject matter, with its perceptive account of life
in the Flemish villages and on the farms, he is
always fresh and interesting. His art provides
a remarkably instructive and ironic picture of
the occupations, amusements, superstitions, and
weaknesses of his contemporaries, and vividly
presents the Flanders of his day, torn by religious
strife and suffering from Spanish oppression. He
painted and made prints of peasant life. He de
lighted in observing the droll behaviour of the
peasants; how they ate, drank, danced, "capered,
or made love, all of which he was well able to
reproduce cleverly and pleasantly in whatever
medium he was using. The peasant men and women
he represented were portrayed representational ly,
betraying their character in the way they walked,
danced, stood still, or moved. The expressions
on the faces of the people and their movements
as well as the physical surroundings looked familiar
and were of great importance in his paintings. Such
paintings as "The Blindman" and "The Corn Harvest."
"The Corn Harvest" depicts men and women working,
eating, and resting in the corn field. Another
of his outstanding paintings, "The Peasant
Wedding"
("The Wedding Banquet"), has a convincing air of
a busy, happy gathering of people feasting. It is
so much down-to-earth that you feel part of the
painting or the occasion. Even when depicting reli
gious scenes, such as in "The Procession to
Calvary,"
Bruegel 's peasants appear to rely more on their primi'
tive strength than on religion.
While Bruegel was the foremost genre painter
among the Flemish seventeenth century, Holland pro
duced more and better artists dedicated to this kind
of painting than any other nation. The sturdy,
independent Dutch Protestants who banned everything
classical and Italian, made demands upon their paint
ers to "paint its portrait." This phrase says every
thing in that the Dutch painting of that period was
but only the exterior image of Holland, faithful with
no embellishment. Portraits of men, squares, streets,
country places, the sea and sky, were the paintings
that were to be seen in the Dutch school from then
to its decline. Thus, a new subject matter: Genre;
and intimate landscape was born.
While Bruegel is known for his peasant and low-
life scenes, Frans Hals was considered as an origina
tor or creator of the whole category of 'gay life
painting.' By the time Hals began producing his
characteristic pieces, this category of painting
was simultaneously flourishing in Haarlem, Amsterdam,
and Utrecht by "Little Masters" who often show a
great deal of individuality and originality and can
not be classified as mere imitators of the great
ones. Large pictures were painted by Pieter Aertsen,
his nephew and close follower Joachim Bueckelaer, etc.
These frequently represent rather solemn, gesticulating
lifesize figures in a kitchen or a market crowded with
fruits, vegetables, meat, poultry, fish and game. A
Biblical event is sometimes depicted in the background.
This type of genre painting has its roots in the pan
oramic scenes depicted by Pieter Bruegel and his
school and was brought to the north by a wave of Flemish
immigrants who played an important part in establishing
the Dutch School of Landscape Painting as well as in
setting the principal direction of the genre special
ists .
The gay life of cavaliers and their fashionable
women companions were called the 'Merry Company.1
These pictures were much more popular than those
showing the predicament of the poor. A discussion
of Dutch paintings of peasants should begin with
Adriaen Brouwer who in his early work was still
inspired by the art of Bruegel. The crudeness of
the gnome-like types and vivid local colour show
Bruegel 's influence. His paintings show keen obser
vation and biting humour. Such a painting as 'Bitter
Draught' in which he paints the face of a man express
ing the bitterness of his beer. Brouwer stands out
as a man who was completely at home with the common
people and he seems to share the pleasures and pains
of these people in his genre pictures. This dis
tinguishes him from those artists who remain neutral
spectators or even show a condescending attitude when
they represent themselves as gentlemen visiting a
village kermis. Brouwer's originality and power of
expression are not only seen in his paintings such
as the "Bitter Draught," and "The Pancake Man,"
but also in his landscapes which inspired many great
artists like Rubens and Rembrandt who both eagerly
collected his work. Jan Steen, the most typical
example of genre painting according to some Dutch
critics, also seems to have derived some inspiration
from Brouwer. His frequent representations of inn
scenes and many of his self-portraits reveal
that Steen, like Brouwer, lived a gay life.
Rembrandt, the outstanding painter and etcher,
also contributed to genre painting. Although the
works were few in number, they show remarkable orig
inality. While in cosmopolitan Amsterdam at the
beginning of his career, Rembrandt was strongly ex
posed to the great international trends of Baroque
art. His first teacher was Pieter Lastman, a Dutch
painter, who in Rome had learned how to look at
Caravaggio's miniatures. Rembrandt started painting
*
in the manner of his teacher, depicting Biblical and
mythological stories - but he was too active to be
satisfied with one tradition alone. He started
painting portraits. The majority of his single por
traits are half lengths, some are three-quarter, and
there are a few full-lengths. He distinguished him
self from other Amsterdam portrait specialists by
maintaining a high standard of characterization and
pictorial execution throughout his vast production.
Besides portraits, he painted 'conversational pieces'
of everyday life; scenes such as "The Night Watch,'
showing officers of a company of the burgher guard
emerging from the town gate in the light of the early
morning sun. With its dramatic contrasts of light
and shade, its rich brilliant colours, its bold fore-
shortenings and noisy commotion, he attained a power
ful tension, although in this particular picture, he
lost some of his patrons. He was usually able to
satisfy the taste of the wealthy burghers, however,
fully describing their elegant clothes, and could
give a precise rendering of lace and embroidery with
out becoming trivial. All Amsterdam was impressed by
the new vitality and pictorial richness he gave to the
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portraits and for always endowing his group portraits
with dramatic tension. Rembrandt and his followers
were exceptions rather than typical representatives
of Dutch art and taste.
Portraiture, urban and rural life, were the
most significant subjects, and each of them shows
a great deal of variation. In portraiture, it was
not only the single portrait but various kinds of
group portraits which the Dutch cultivated. Such
things as regent pieces, an anatomy lesson and
shooting companies. In the latter subjects, we
observe even greater variety; the low life or
peasant activity, the gay life, the military scenes,
and the domestic life of the well-to-do. Each had
its own rich development and attracted such great
talents as Frans Hals, young Brouwer, Vermeer,
Pieter de Hooch, and Jan Steen.
In the works of Vermeer, we see the climax of
Dutch genre painting with pictures of everyday scenes
of purely human significance. These supplied the
Dutch with small pictures to hang on their walls,
pictures of their homes, their courtyards, their
streets, and their everyday activities. Genre as
a subject matter for the painter was infrequent be
fore these 'Little Dutchmen' of the seventeenth cen
tury not only popularized it but usually kept it on
a high level of artistic treatment as well.
There were other Dutch genre painters of domestic
life, apart from Vermeer and Pieter de Hooch. Thore-
Burger, the rediscoverer of Vermeer, suggested that
after Rembrandt, the outstanding painter was Ter Borch
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Eugene Fromentin, the nineteenth century enthusiast of
Dutch art, claimed that the greatest figure of the Dutch
school, after Rembrandt, was Jacob Van Ruisdeal. Around
1900, the sensitive Dutch critic and artist, Jan Veth,
wanted to raise Aelbert Cuyp to rank with the highest.
Others who had learned to appreciate the qualities of
impressionist painting singled out Frans Hals and there
were those who gave preference to Vermeer and Pieter
de Hooch. All the work of this century can be said to
be genre in character, and it represents the highest
point reached by this approach to painting.
In France, genre painting did not occur until the
period of the Rococo in the eighteenth century. This
style of ornament was particularly popular about the
time of Louis XV. Dainty rooms for conversation or card
playing, slender proportions, never-ending movement in
easy curves with a definite avoidance of straight lines
and angles, light smooth colours were characteristic of
the Rococo. Such a room is incomplete without the people
for whom it was built. These people wore elegant costumes
of lustrous satins and brocades. The paintings of a whole
group of painters of court life, Watteau, Boucher, Hattie
Fragonard, to mention only a few, became interested in de
picting the activities of the court. This predilection
for stating matters in terms of actual life persisted in
France until the end of the nineteenth century.
Honore Daumier was an outstanding promoter of genre
in this period. For forty years, Daumier satirized Paris
by his lithographs and painted a few paintings, too. His
daily task of reaching essentials through simplification
influenced his painting in the same direction. In his
painting 'The
Uprising,' he simplifies all the other fig
ures and paints a dynamic figure in the foreground with
light and dark curves which symbolize the threatening mood
of the mob. Like Goya, Daumier penetrated contemporary
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life deeply, and looked through to its ugly side. It
is because he created a form as concisely powerful as
his satire was biting that his art is so compelling.
In England, genre painting also has been popular
since the time of William Hogarth. An engraver, illus
trator, and printer of the seventeenth century, Hogarth
started producing oil portraits done in groups; 'conver
sational pieces'! Although he observed men and women
of all social and economic groups, he concentrated pri
marily on the middle class of London, which he knew well.
He painted as a portraitist, a moralist, and satirist,
and in so doing, he was in character with his century.
In his portraiture, he was objective and direct. As a
moralist, he played on various facts or aspects of life
which, in his rational and unsentimental low church
morality, he considered to be either good or bad. His
satirical rendering of the life of his times, especially
in prints, ranks him with the great satirical novelists
of the eighteenth century as a delineator of English
social history. In the following period, genre painting
was popular particularly when Leslie and Wilkie were
painting English rural life.
In oriental art, genre painting does not appear as
a recognized form until the seventeenth century when in
both China and Japan there was a marked increase in the
number of everyday scenes in paintings and in prints,
and the popularity of the form has persisted, particularly
in China.
In African art, genre scenes appear on different
kinds of art objects. As they have few paintings as such,
except for some cave paintings on which genre scenes were
depicted, one must investigate the use of everyday activ
ities in their other art work. Door panels and mouldings
offer great scope for carving, and the Yoruba of Nigeria
take full advantage of it. The panels are often crowd
ed with tiers of detailed carving depicting processions
of chiefs or European invaders on the march, or scenes
which have some historical or social significance. They
often show a nice sense of humour in their subject mat
ter. In Nigeria, there are many bronze plaques, some
dating as far back as the seventeenth century, which
depict guards and attendants in the palace doing dif-
ferent things. Some show the Portuguese as colonialists.
Some of these scenes were carved on ivory. Such things
as wide decorative bracelets, bowls and ivory tusks
were found in the lower Congo. These carved ivory
tusks are found on royal altars and burial chambers.
Some are stylized and some are naturalistic trends of
Yoruba and Benin work representing kings, with support
ing attendants on either side. Genre scenes are also
found on the woven screens of the Congo people and the
Banyaruanda. These are very stylized due to the mater
ial used which are usually not very flexible. Wall
decoration gave rise to the use of everyday scenes in
their painting. The Ibo tribe of Nigeria has some ex
amples of these wall paintings of people in canoes and
others of girls, snakes, and dancers. They are painted
with gay colours by a hired artist of the tribe of Ibibio
In the nineteenth century, there was significant
movement in American art, depicting American scenes. By
the !840s, the native genre school was flourishing. As
was natural in a nation still largely agricultural, coun
try life furnished the favourite themes: rural dances,
corn husking and apple-paring parties, goose raffles,
turkey shoots, and the hardships and comforts of winter
time. The old fashioned farm was still the background
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of a large part of the population even of those who
moved to the cities. Most of the artists and patrons
were country boys. The
artists'
pictures offered an
escape from the growing complexity and ugliness of
city life into what was remembered as a simple and
purer world. This sentimental recollection of the old
farm life was an important element of the nineteenth
century American mind, in both art and literature. One
of the outstanding artists of this time was George Caleb
Bingham, who painted directly out of the actualities of
the life he knew, the vigorous, lusty life of the Mississip
pi River and its people.. Eastman Johnson was painting
rural workers who "preached no ugly doctrine of
discontent,"
but showed a devotion to the family and domestic virtues.
There was much humour, of a genial, good-natured kind,
without edge or earthinessj compared to the European
painters like Daumier and Millet, the American painters
were optimistic and sentimental. It was the art of a
young, growing democracy, optimistic and expansive;
idealistic in even its most naturalistic phases. Marsden
Hartley, after years of cosmopolitanism and abstract ex
perimentation, returned to his native Maine and painted
its sea coast, mountains, and simple people surrounding
the area. Mary Cassatt painted children with their mothers
attending to them. The artist who has always inspired me
is Thomas Benton, who was born in 1889, and who has paint
ed the everyday life of the people in the southwest and
midwest who have surrounded him. Benton's Americans,
living an American life, were to be seen on walls and
easel paintings. His Negro preachers and gamblers, cow
boys and dancing Indians, racketeers, crooners and strip-
teasers, etc. The modelling of his figures emphasized
bulging muscles, and were elongated, which made them look
like people seen from the side on motion-picture screens.
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He sketched the nation as a whole and travelled
constantly, painting different areas of the country.
Among the modern twentieth century painters, I
have been very much inspired by Pierre Bonnard and
Edouard Vuillard, both French, who were friends and
genre painters. Bonnard become friendly with Ker-
Xavier Roussel , Edouard Vuillard, Serusier and Denis
Ranson. They formed a group called Nabi , Hebrew for
Prophet, so as to spread the new gospel "of painting.
Bonnard painted his first painting under the guidance
of Paul Gauguin, who encouraged the whole group to the
use of colours. Bonnard always observed and noted down
what he saw and felt, drawing and painting everything
that lived and moved around him. His first work was
inspired by Japanese art. They were decorative com
positions? delicate but sober colours. His borrowing,
though, did not affect his native wit and creativity.
All this contributed to his later work and detailed
oriental patterns could be seen on his tablecloths
and walls in his paintings. He loved nature, things,
and people. "Subtle and discriminating, his art is a
constant source of pleasure to the eye. It has the
freshness of a day-break, of unsullied youth, the
sudden glory of a newly opened flower, a blossoming
*
almond
tree." Bonnard delighted in everything: the
crowds and all that surrounded them, houses, shops,
walls, trees along the avenues, rivers, sky and people
everywhere. He depicted women in delightful feminine
attitudes. Vuillard and Bonnard were close friends and
A quotation from a Biographical and Critical Study of
Bonnard by Antoine Terrassee.
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they loved to paint the quiet happiness of home life,
family gatherings round the lamp. In this field of
genre paintings, there was little difference between
their work. They both worked using brighter and bolder
colours but Vuillard struck a work of deep seriousness
as though he aimed at creating an atmosphere of silent
meditation. He lived with his young mother, after his
father's death. He never tired of painting her. He
stuck to the world intimate to him, his home and mother's
workroom or the out-of-doors, the familiar parade of
people in the parks and gardens of Paris. His subject
matter has a closer relation to the Impressionists than
the Symbolists to whom he historically belonged.
Bonnard lived with his wife, Martha. Soon there
were children playing in their garden and Bonnard paint
ed his lively family. Scenes brimming over with gaiety
and light. In the review of his exhibition, they said
about his work "No other artist interprets so perceptive
ly the many-sided life of our streets, the teeming crowds
of hurrying people, sudden splashes of colour glimpsed
through a light veil of Parisian mist. None depicts more
tellingly the quaint poses struck by children, the fragile
grace of a quite young
girl." With colour, disregarding
the natural hues of objects, he created a new world in
which shadows may be golden, clouds red, the sea pale
green, leafage pink. Yet, on occasion, he kept to natural
colours but even so, he gave them a new sonority by the
use of unfamiliar harmonies. Bonnard painted the world
as he saw it, through his own eyes, concerned only with
expressing his response to what he saw. Characteristic
of his art is its fusion of fantasy and common sense,
boldness and prudence, enthusiasm and strict discipline.
13-
It was from nature that he drew his inspiration and
felt instant joy in looking at the world around him
14-
PART II
MY OWN PAINTINGS
This year, when I set out to paint, I did not
know exactly what kind of paintings I was going to do.
I had no subject matter on which I had decided to con
centrate. I did many paintings of different subjects
in differing techniques and colours. I wanted to ex
periment by giving myself freedom without limitation
until I had found what I wanted to do. In nearly every
painting, I experimented by introducing something new.
In the first quarter of the school year, nearly
all of my paintings varied in colour and technique.
Different sizes of canvas, composition and texture.
In the second school quarter, I still was not painting
in any strict manner, I had a variety of things going
on. I worked mainly on big canvases.
Although I had no proposed subject matter, nor
set technique or aim, I found that when I finished
painting for two quarters, most of my paintings had
the same theme as if I had been pursuing it from the
beginning. Most of the paintings depicted everyday
scenes, human activities. The few landscapes I painted
were of the common places I knew, which were also part
of the everyday life of the people I painted. I must
have been fascinated by what I have been seeing around
me and, coupled with my imagination, I painted more
genre paintings than anything else.
When I was working part-time as a salesgirl at
Sibley's Department Store, I was fascinated by the
shoppers, the busy atmosphere (especially on the week
ends and on holidays) and people buying and selling.
15-
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Although I was always too busy to sketch or paint
them, that impression remained and when I decided
on genre as a theme, I used a few of the scenes that
were very vivid in my mind.
I painted the "Sibley's Dress Department"
(figure 1). I went to the store and did many sketches
of different things sold in the women's department. I
finally painted dresses on racks, with hats in the fore
ground. The result is a very colourful painting of the
women's department.
Another painting derived from Sibley's was the
"Sibley's Women's Lounge" (figure 2). There is a beau
tiful, comfortable women's lounge at Sibley's where old
ladies, especially in winter, sit and relax after shopping
has worn them out. There are some interesting characters
there. Tired old women sit around, sleep, read, write
letters and gossip with their old friends. There are
those who come regularly. There are some who look lonely
and probably come to find someone to talk to. They are
usually dressed in old fashioned dresses, hats and shoes,
while others put on bright, modish ones. In connection
with this painting, I wrote a small verse: -
THE OLD
When age comes and conquers youth
Strength goes and weakness comes forth.
Friends decrease and relatives are few -
You lose the touch that keeps you a new -
For the towns are too fast
For your tired bodies to last.
The homes, too cold, are quiet and dull
For the lonely old ladies to bear.
Where did your offsprings go
That you reared and loved so?
-16-
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And where did your offspring's offsprings go
Who should keep you alive, too?
Where are they :
that you should sit alone
with none to converse
and none to gossip
and yet so much to ponder?
Besides department stores, I have been depicting
domestic scenes. One such work is of husband smok
ing a pipe, sitting with my little son. I sketched
them unobtrusively when they were watching something.
I was trying not so much to paint their portraits but
rather to get the mood. Although there is some like
ness of my husband in the painting, "My Family," (fig
ure 3), the work was done without him, so it is more
of an imaginary man than a literal one, maybe.
I used my home as an inspiration for subject mat
ter because it is the only place I know very well. I
painted "The Unmade Bed," (figure 4), inspired by my
bed which I never want to leave, especially in the win
ter mornings. I very often jump out of it with just
enough time left to prepare myself and to run and catch
a bus to school. Coming back home one evening, I found
an unmade bed, so I decided to paint it. I painted the
bed as the central important object, using soft lines.
Everything in the painting is angular and plain so as
to emphasize the softness and comfort of the bed, itself,
Most of the picture is underplayed by using dark, flat
colours. The bed, the chair, and lampshade stand out
because of the light colours I used.
My bathroom inspired an "erotic" painting, "The
Bathroom" (figure 5). I changed its arrangement so as
-17-
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Figure 6
to get a better composition. The colours in the
painting are different from those in the bathroom.
I used vibrating mauve, yellow, green, and brown
to create an erotic feeling or mood in the painting;
and I used some neutral flat grays to bring out the
full intensity of those vibrating, bright colours.
I painted "The Children" (figure 6) after I spent
Christmas with friends who had two little girls. They
had dressed up for the day and were playing with the
'walking buckets.' In the painting, they are posing
to have their picture taken. I tried to capture the
delicate, shy faces of the children. I painted them
in a homely atmosphere, while emphasizing the colour
and simplicity of the design of the sofa. The bright
purple carpet was a contrast with the dark brown floor.
I did a painting, "Sewing" (figure 7), because it is a
familiar scene in my household. I like sewing and often
some friends come over and we sew. I sketched my girl
friend, dressed in "Busuti," my national dress from
Uganda. I painted a rather dark room with the window
as the source of light, falling on the colourful fabrics
on the table. The landscape through the window shows
the coming of spring with all the flowering shrubs. This
is a quiet, domestic subject made more interesting by the
contrasts of light and dark.
I have done a few still lifes. In one, "The
Bananas"
(figure 8), I used my fruit and vegetables with the Kiganda
knife in the foreground. Most of the colours are simple
with flat areas which contrast with the active, colourful
design on a dark fabric, and the fruits. Bananas are my
tribal staple food. I think it appropriate to paint what
-18-
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I grew up eating. I have sand in the background and
some areas in the foreground, which I applied to the
canvas to increase textural interest, and then cover
ed with paint.
"The Fruits" (figure 9) also is painted on sand
on canvas. In this painting, I was interested in the
limitation of colours. It is painted simply, with
flat colour areas in the background and foreground,
while the fruits are painted with more detail.
Besides depicting everyday activities, I have
also painted a few imaginary paintings. These are
imaginary scenes of people's activities in Uganda,
where I come from. One, "Woman Carrying Flowers"
(figure 10), is a painting of a woman in a national
dress, striding across the canvas carrying flowers.
I wanted to emphasize the powerful movement of this
woman while she was carrying a bunch of flowers in
an unusual way. Women in my country carry things in
many ways and that is what motivated me to paint this
painting. In the background, through the windows, I
depicted another common scene of passers-by.
Another imaginary painting is that of an African
woman selling fabrics in an open market place (figure
11). Far from the big cities and towns at home, you
find big open markets where all sorts of things are
sold. I have depicted only one small section of such
a market. Some of the fabrics have African designs
and the whole scene is gay and colourful as seen under
the tropical sunshine.
In genre painting, landscape becomes so much a
part of human activities that I have painted four paint
ings showing familiar places. One picture, "The Old
19-
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Figure 10
Campus (figure 12), I painted from the window of my
studio on the old Rochester Institute of Technology
campus. I did not try to achieve a literal reproduc
tion of the exact scene, but rather to use it as a
stimulus. Some of the colours, for example, were in
spired by those which I actually saw on the scene,
while others were imaginary, used to suit the kind of
painting I wanted. Vivacious and vibrating colours
playing against cool, quiet grays, while the light
brightens some, give an effect of a happy dreamland.
Big forms are in contrast with small ones. All these
made a familiar place into an unfamiliar one.
I painted three more landscapes which, although
commonplace scenes, are painted primarily from imagina
tion and memory of my own country. One is "The
Green"
(figure 14), in which I wanted to show the rich green
foliage of the tropics with the colourful village and
sky. "The Homestead" (figure 15), depicts small thatch
ed houses which mark our green, colourful countryside.
"The Village in Snow" is an imaginary scene of how a
village at home would look if there were snow (figure 13)
I painted two works of flowers. "The
Sunflowers"
(figure 16) is one which I painted from my neighbour's
garden. They are painted on a rough canvas of sand.
"The Spring Magnolia and
Forsythia" (figure 17) is a
scene I saw through a window. These flowers cover
all the trees. There are no leaves. The variety of
colours in the magnolia are very fascinating; and
they, next to the bright yellow Forsythia, give a
feeling of the whole scene bursting with colour. I
thought that the rough sand on burlap would be suitable
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for bringing out the characteristics of these
flowers better, so I used sand where I painted the
flowers, and modelling paste on the rest of the can
vas .
In my paintings, I was motivated by a curiosity
about people doing ordinary things in everyday life;
the things they use and the places that surround them.
My aim has not been to reproduce the exact scene of
people doing particular things, but rather to have a
scene that has inspired me as a guiding line and from
it make the painting the way I wanted it to be. This
is to give myself the freedom of not being enslaved
by reproducing the actual scene. The final work has
to be independent and to speak strongly for itself,
even if its inspiration is part of it. In so doing,
I had the liberty to be more imaginative in order to
improve my paintings or to bring out their unusual
mood. Most of my sketches have been quick, just try
ing to catch the scene or activity without making a
big fuss over detail. Therefore, I have not painted
portraits of people in my paintings, but rather their
characteristics and poses in certain situations. This
gave me a chance to bring in my cultural background,
which plays a big role in my paintings: in the subject
matter, mood, and colours that I use.
The colours I have used in my paintings are a re
flection of the inspiration I inherited from my spirit
ual culture as well as from the bright, fresh colours
of the tropics I grew up with. Being on the equator
where the sun shines the whole year round, making all
the colours look as bright as they could be, made me
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love colourful things. The bright green foliage of
the trees, the colourful flowers growing wild on the
countryside, the undulating hills covered by a variety
of greens and yellows in contrast to the red or black
soil under a blue sky. All these are always fresh in
my mind when I am painting. In contrast with the fresh,
clear and bright colours I use in my paintings, I use
neutral and gray colours so as to
bring*
out the fullness
of the bright ones. I have played the dark against the
bright or light; the cool against the warm; the colourful
against the drab. This has brought some interesting var
iety in the paintings. Colour has played such a big role
in my paintings that all of them look colourful, decora
tive, and gay.
I have always enjoyed the works of artists who were
colourful, such as Pierre Bonnard, Paul Gauguin, Georges
Braque, the Impressionists, just to mention a few. To
quote Paul Gauguin when he was advising Bonnard, who was
painting his first work under Gauguin's supervision,
"How do you see this tree? It's green, isn't it? Then
put the finest green you have on your palette. And that
shadow? Bluish, isn't it? Don't fail to make it as blue
as
possible."
The principal doctrine of the Nabi group derived
from Gauguin, who said that "all art is
decoration."
Albert Aurier, the young critic, the Nabi's chief spokes
man, said, at the conclusion of an article on Gauguin,
"Painting can only have been created to decorate with
thoughts, dreams, and ideas the blank walls of human
buildings."
The majority of my paintings are painted with acrylics
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pFigure 16
on canvas. The acrylics have worked very well for me.
Their main advantage is that they dry quickly, so you
can paint quickly and there is no unnecessary wasting
of time. You can put one colour on top of the other
without waiting long. Although an advantage, it could
also be a disadvantage, however. Sometimes, the acrylics
dry so quickly that you have to think and work very fast
to get the effect you want before they are dry. It is
especially difficult if you want to run one colour into
another while they are both wet. Yet, the acrylics give
a fresh, clear, and bright colour, which endears them to
me.
Two of my paintings are done with oils on canvas.
The oils, unlike acrylics, do not dry quickly. This
slows down the rate of painting. Sometimes, if you
mix colours with too much linseed oil and varnish, you
might have to wait for a couple of days before they dry.
This often helps if you want to run different colours
together.
I have a few rough canvases on which I put sand.
On some, I put it all over the canvas; on some, I limit
it to only certain areas. The sand gives the painting
a very interesting texture. It absorbs a lot of colours
though, so you have to use quite a lot of paint. I also
have a few canvases made out of burlap. I stretch them
with a cheese cloth at the back so that the big holes
can become small enough to be covered with gesso. On
some canvases, I have been successful in covering most
of the holes but on some, I still had a few holes show
ing. I have experimented using modelling paste on two
paintings and have found it exciting.
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Dear friend* :
Alter tiring you with all you have, jutt read,
I thought it better to conclude my thetit by witting
you a relaxing le.tto.ti.
I want you to know that I have, enjoyed painting
thete painting*. It hat not been always eaty. There
were bright day* whan everything earn out right - the
way I would have liked them to; when everybody bound
ed happy and alive; when all who looked at my work
were impretted and encouraging; and when even the
weather teemed to treat me kindly. And yet there were
day* when I mitted a but by a minute and had to wait
lor another whole hour in the Rochester cold, bitter
winter! Day* when everybody teemed to take me lor
granted. Day* when thote who looked at my work did
not change a thade, or at ll they were thocked or per
plexed by my way o{ doing "my thing." Dayt when my
poor brain failed to think correctly on a painting;
how to improve it in general. Dayt when even making
a new canvat wat tuch hard labour that all corner*
came out uneven at il you had never in your ll{e
handled a taw! Thete were the bad dayt and together
with the good dayt, I managed to live a lull lile.
A-^ter all, lile without upt and downt would be very
dull.
The writing ol the thetit hat been great lun,
although I had a lew tleeplett nightt . Once, when
I lell atleep alter pondering over what I had read,
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I d~eamt I wa~ having a d~inQ with Remb~andt! Su~ely 
~uQh a d~eam wa~ a ~e~ult 06 the ~t~ain I wa~ going 
th~ough. I hope you will enjoy ~eading my the~i~ -
and pe~hap~ d~eam about it! 
Adieu -
Lydia Mugambi. 
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NOTES ON PAINTINGS
Figure 1 ,
2,
3
4
6
7
8
14
15
16
Page a
b
f ,
9
h
10. j
11 . k
12. 1
13. m
"Sibley's Dress Department"
60"
x 48", acrylics on canvas
"Sibley's Women's Lounge"
60"
x 47 1/2", acrylics on canvas
"My Family"
61 1/2" x 56", acrylics on canvas
"The Unmade Bed"
30 l/2"x 48 1/2"
acrylics, sand on canvas
"The Bathroom"
39"
x
48"
acrylics on burlap
"The Children"
34 3/4"x 40 1/2" oils on canvas
"Sewing"
Oils on canvas 39 1/2" x
48"
"The Bananas"
22 l/5"x 29 1/5"
acrylics, sand on canvas
"The Fruits"
16"
x 24 3/4", acrylics,
Sand on canvas
"Woman Carrying
Flowers"
34"
x 40", acrylics on canvas
"Woman Selling
Fabrics"
Acrylics on canvas, 24
3/4"
x 34 1/2"
"The Old Campus"
35"
x 48 1/2", acrylics on canvas
"A Village in
Snow"
20 l/2"x 20 1/2"
Acrylics, sand, modelling paste
on burlap
"The Green"
36"
x 46 1/2", acrylics on canvas
"The Homestead"
14 1/2" x 16 1/2", acrylics on canvas
"The
Sunflowers"
37"
x 19 3/4"
acrylics, sand on canvas
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NOTES ON PAINTINGS
(continued)
Figure 17. Page q
Figure 18. Page r
"Spring Magnolia and Forsythia"
36 1/4" x 44"
acrylics, sand, modelling paste
on burlap
"The Bus Ride"
48 3/4" x 26"
Acrylics on wood
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